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1 Abstract
Mobile computing means small and portable devices are connected with each
other wirelessly. The purpose of the connection is to use central or distributed
information. Mobile computing provides capability to mobile devices which are
synchronized, mobile and interconnected to perform computation on single loca-
tion or distributed location with use of communication standards and protocols.
Mining process can be performed to retrieve data from distributed sites, which
is referred as distributed data mining. Mobile Agent is an emerging paradigm in
mobile computing and is efficient in terms of latency, bandwidth and response
time. The approach of mobile agent is popular in distributed data mining because
it transfers code instead of data so, mining process can be performed on the local
sites. The agents migrate to the distributed sites, they perform necessary oper-
ations at the local sites and returns just the final outcome to the server. Agent
paradigm is required to avoid massive movement of data and slow response time.
In distributed data mining, different mining algorithms are available that includes
clustering and association rule mining.
In this research association rule mining algorithms has been identified as impor-
tant for integration of knowledge generated from the multiple data sites. This
research describes creation of association rule mining algorithm and the steps to
implement it on agent architecture.

This research focuses on enabling the agents with certain amount of intelli-
gence to apply the domain specific knowledge to retrieve, filter and classify infor-
mation, find patterns and make predictions.

This research also focuses on intelligent agent paradigm in the context of infor-
mation retrieval, filtering, classification and learning using proposed data mining
algorithm. The proposed algorithm reduces the database scanning and increases
performance by 74 % as compared to existing association rule mining Apriori
algorithm.

2 Brief Description on the state of the art of the re-
search topic

In the current scenario, an organization has various branches at diverse geograph-
ical locations. The important part of this scenario is to manage the information at
various locations and retrieve it with less processing time, least bandwidth with
mobile devices. Retrieval of such information, used for descision making is ref-
ferred as Distributed Data Management. Two approaches are identified for Dis-
tributed Data management process: 1) Client Server Architecture 2) Agent based
architecture [1]. The client server approach describes that the data is collected



from the local sites and mining process is carried out at the central server. The
agent based approach describes that the mining process is performed on local
sites, and final results are transferred and the results are combined and rules are
generated at the central server.

Association Rule Mining is one of the most important data mining techniques
which find associativity from large set of data items. ARM specially focuses on
distributed architecture, which will require integration of knowledge generated
from multiple data sites. [2] Association Rule Mining is one of the most impor-
tant data mining techniques that have been studied by the researchers. This mining
technique generates rules on the basis of minimum support count. In Association
Rule Mining, Association rule express an association between set of data items.
There have been many algorithms developed for mining frequent patterns which
can be classified into two categories 1) candidate generation with Apriori and its
variants as the most popular, and 2) Pattern growth methods with F-P Growth
method and its variants. F-P Growth use two data structures F-P Tree and header
table. F-P Growth algorithm is very fast but it requires significant storage space as
F-P Trees are repeatedly generated. [3] The Apriori algorithm iteratively identifies
frequent item sets in data by applying the downward closure property of item sets
in the generation of candidate item sets where a candidate item set is confirmed as
frequent only when all its subsets are identified as frequent in the previous pass.
Apriori algorithm is most popular algorithm of Distributed Data Mining. [4]
Apriori algorithm performs repeated scanning of database to generate association
rules. It scans database multiple times to generate support count for set of single
items, set of 2 pairs, set of 3 pairs and so on. The limitation of Apriori algorithm
is, it scans whole database multiple times so it requires more time to perform
mining process. To overcome this limitation of Apriori Algorithm, Mohammed
Al Maolegi has proposed an improved Apriori algorithm. [4] It reduces database
scanning compare to classical Apriori algorithm. It scans the complete database
first time only then it scans only selected transactions. To perform selected scan-
ning, during first time scanning it stores transaction ids of each items. Then during
prune step the items which are having support count, less then minimum support
are removed and for remaining items join step is performed. After join step to
find support instead of scanning the complete database it will scan the transac-
tions, which transaction ids are stored for the particular item. An improved Apri-
ori algorithm reduces database scanning, but the limitation of improved Apriori
algorithm is when new transactions are added it will scan the complete database.
The Improved Apriori Algorithm does not take into consideration about addition
of new transactions. It scans whole database again, this consumes more time
and overhead. This research focuses on generation of a new D-Apriori algorithm
which overcomes the limitation of existing algorithms and implementation of this
mining algorithm on agent.
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An agent is essentially a special software component that has autonomy that pro-
vides an interoperable interface to an arbitrary system and/or behaves like a human
agent, working for some clients in pursuit of its own agenda. Multi-agent systems
(MAS) can model complex systems and introduce the possibility of agents having
common or conflicting goals. These agents may interact with each other. Agents
may decide to cooperate for mutual benefit or may compete to serve their own
interests. [5] Agent is Autonomous; it does not require human intervention. It
co-operates humans and other agents to accomplish the task. It perceives the en-
vironment and responds to changes in environment. It also takes initiatives by its
own and has ability to travel between nodes. Nwana's has descibed several cat-
egories of agents like Intelligent agents, Co-operative agents, Adaptive agents ,
Collaborative agents, Collaborative learning agents and Interface agents.[6]

Other than the defined types of agent, they can also be classified into different
types like, stationary agent or mobile agent. The agent which located at single lo-
cations are called stationary agent and the agent which traverse from one location
to another location are called mobile agent. Mobile agents [7] are intelligent pro-
gram that can migrate on computer networks. The concept of having mobile agent
carrying out tasks is creating a new paradigm for network enabled distributed
computing. Mobile agents make it very much easier to design, implement and
maintain distributed computing [8]. The mobile agent contains main three com-
ponents: code, state and Attributes. Code is the program (in a suitable language)
that defines the agent’s behaviour. State means agent’s internal variables, which
enable it to resume its activities after moving to another host and attributes is the
information describing the agent, its origin and owner, its movement history, re-
source requirements, authentication keys etc. Part of this may be accessible to the
agent itself, but the agent must not be able to modify the attributes. [9].

WORKING OF MOBILE AGENTS
Initially a mobile agent resides on a computer called the home machine. The
agent is then dispatched to execute on a remote computer called a mobile agent
host. When a mobile agent is dispatched the entire code of the mobile agent
and the execution state of the mobile agent is transferred to the host. The host
provides a suitable execution environment for the mobile agent to execute. The
mobile agent uses resources (CPU, memory, etc.) of the host to perform its task.
After completion of the task, the mobile agent submits only results to the central
site.
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Figure 1: Mobile Agent Life Cycle

There are many mobile agent platforms available.
Comparative analysis of various Mobile Agent Frameworks is described as under:
[10].

Table 1: Comparative analysis of Mobile Agent Frameworks
Features of
Mobile Agent JADE Voyager Aglet Springs Tacoma GrHp
Security Strong Partial and
secured channel Partial Partial Firewall Partial
Programming
Language JAVA JAVA JAVA JAVA JAVA
Proxies No Yes Yes Yes No Yes
Synchronous
Communications No Yes Yes Yes No Yes
Asynchronous
Communications Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes
Messages Yes(FIPA) No Yes Yes Yes Yes
Remote Calls No Yes No Yes Yes
Call by Name Yes No No Yes No No
Available for
Download Yes(LGPL) NotFree IBM PL Yes Not Free
GUI Tools Yes No Some No Yes Yes
Level of Activity Very High High Very Low High Very High None
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In this research, from available different platforms, JADE has been selected
as effective platform for mobile agent development. JADE is middleware that
simplify the development of applications. It is already used in different sectors like
supply chain management, rescue management, tourism etc. JADE is compliant
with FIPA specifications. JADE provides a same set of APIs that are independent
from underlying network and java versions. [11] JADE seems to be better as
compared to other frameworks. Jade is open source platform, designed purely in
java and supports GUI. It provides run time environment for agent development
and can develop multi agent system. It has inbuilt agent mobility service, agent
management system, security features and sound agent mobility. Jade is free and
provides good documentation, very good GUI. Jade has been already used in many
successful projects. In aglet for multi agent synchronous message communication
is not possible. In Voyeger agent is active for particular time only. In Tacoma it
is required for the programmer to explicitly know about the agent status before
migrating it. The aglet, voyager, Tacoma does not comply with FIPA standards.

3 Definition of Problem and Research Gap
Literature review identifies that association rule mining algorithm is best suit-
able algorithm for distributed data mining. But for incremental database suitable
mining algorithm is required, which should have functionality to scan only new
transactions with minimum database scanning and generate appropriate result.
This research focuses on improvements in Association Rule Mining algorithm and
generation of new D-Apriori algorithm, which finds associativity form large set of
data items, reduces scanning of data items, reduces processing time and creation
of an intelligent mobile agent which mines the data from distributed database and
returns the final results to the server.

4 Objective and Scope of Work
• Develop an algorithm which can perform better then Apriori algorithm by

reducing the scanning of database transactions.

• Implement the developed algorithm on mobile agent.

• Objective of the research is to implement Apriori algorithm and D-Apriori
algorithm on agent framework and generate comparative analysis.
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5 Original contribution by the thesis
The proposed research focuses on development of D-Apriori algorithm and its
implementation.

5.1 D-Apriori Algorithm
Steps of D Apriori algorithm.
Step 1: During the first mining step, the complete database is scanned and calcu-
lates the support count for each data item and identify the transaction ids of each
data item.
Step 2: The data items having less support count than the minimum support are
removed.
Step 3: To generate support count of pair of two items, instead of searching the
complete database, transactions ids of one of the item from two, having minimum
support count will be scanned.
Step 4: The data items having less support count than the minimum support are
removed.
Step 5: The process is repeated for the pair of three, four, five or more items
Step 6: Above step is repeated until pair of items can be generated for which we
find support count higher than minimum support and finally association rules are
generated.
Step 7: As this algorithm is proposed for transactional database, when new trans-
actions are generated, to generate association rules instead of scanning for the
complete database (existing database + new transactions), this algorithm will scan
only new transactions. if size of new transactional database >= Threshold value
of existing database then rules will be generated for new transactional database
only The final output will be the union of the existing rules and the newly gener-
ated rules of transactional database. The D-Apriori algorithm is implemented on
JADE framework to create intelligent mobile agent.
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5.2 Pseudo code of D Apriori algorithm

Algorithm 1 Pseudo code of D Apriori algorithm
1: For incremental mining process
2: if first time mining process is performed then PerformMiningProcess();
3: Start
4: Mine complete database and find individual items, its support count and

transaction ids for each items
5: Read minimum support count and remove items whose support count is

less than minimum support
6: Generate L1,
7: L1 = frequent Item set I from transaction T .
8: Tid = Transaction Id List from Item set I
9: k = 2 , where k is pair of items

10: while Lk–I 6= 0 do
11: Generate Ck from Lk - 1
12: Where Ck = createpairs(k,minsupport)
13: Ck = candidates generated from LK -1
14: Get item Ig from k pairs of items which is having minimum support

count
15: Get Ts , where Ts : set of transaction Ids Tid for Item Ig
16: for each transaction Tid in Ts do Increment the count of all items in

CK that are found in Ts
17: Generate Lk, Lk is set of items in Ck , having support count greater

than minimum support
18: Generate next item pair,k ++
19: end for
20: end while
21: Generate known frequent Item set
22: KnownFrequentItemsets← Lk

23: return KnownFrequentItemsets
24: else
25: if number of new transactions >= (threshold value) of existing transac-

tions then Repeat Performminingprocess() and generate NewFrequentItem-
sets for new transactions only

26: Update new frequent itemsets from new generated itemset
27: NewFrequentItemsets = KnownFrequentItemsets ∪NewFrequentItemsets
28: KnownFrequentItemsets = NewFrequentItemsets
29: Return all subsets of elements in KnownFrequentItemsets
30: end if
31: end if
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5.3 Advantages of D-Apriori Algorithm
The existing Apriori algorithm scans whole database multiple times, so it requires
more time and it generates large number of candidate sets. If database is large due
to large number of records then scanning of complete database results in much
more I/O cost. To overcome the limitations of Apriori algorithm, during this re-
search D-Apriori Algorithm is developed with following benifits

• D-Apriori Algorithm reduce the scanning of the transactions in the database

• After first mining process, D-Apriori algorithm scans only new transactions
added in transactional database after reaching the threshold value.

• D-Apriori algorithm increases the performance and reduce I/O cost as com-
pared to Apriori Algorithm.

6 Methodology of Research, Result and Compara-
tive Study

6.1 Research Proposed Model
This research focuses on distributed data mining algorithms. From different al-
gorithms of distributed data mining, this research emphases on association rule
mining algorithms and from which apriori algorithm is identified for further re-
search.
The research also focusses on identification of limitations of Apriori algorithm and
to overcome the limitations, D-Apriori algorithm is proposed. Using D-Apriori al-
gorithm, threshold value is calculated on the basis of first mining process. After
completion of first mining process, if new transactions are added, and the number
of transactions exceed the product (threshold value * number of transactions in
first mining), then the mining process will be carried out to find association rules
for new transactions. The final rules generated will be the union of the rules gen-
erated in first mining process and the rules genenerated in next mining process.
In this proposed research model, D apriori algorithm has been implemented on
mobile Agent using JADE framework. The proposed research model is described
in figure 2.
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Figure 2: Research Model.

6.2 Implementation of D-Apriori on JADE Framework
Initializing Java Agent Development Framework using Jade.Boot -gui

Figure 3: Initializing Jade.

This screen describes initialization of Jade Framework using command jade.Boot
-gui . The above Jade GUI is displayed
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Figure 4: Jade Agent Management GUI.

The screen shows JADE GUI Main container, from this container, new agent
can be created.

Figure 5: Selection of Algorithm and inserting parameters.
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The above screen shows how D-Apriori agent has been created for the data
file flu1.csv and minimum support count is 100.

Figure 6: D-Apriori Output.

The screen describes output where time in miliseconds is displayed taken by
D-Apriori algorithm.
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Figure 7: Agents Created.

The research has been done for the database , apache Cassandra also.Cassandra
is open source and with use of it large amount of distributed database can be man-
aged. It is active everywhere and supports flexible and dynamic data model. It also
provides Strong data protection. [13] In this research agent has been developed
on Jade framework and it use Cassandra as database.

Figure 8: Agent Created using Cassandra
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6.3 Calculation of Threshold Value
In proposed algorithm, thresold value has been identified on the basis of different
number of transactions. Multiple times, the threshold valus have been calculated
and from this results,0.05 is identified as a threshold value.

10000 transactions are considered as base (old) transactions, new transactions
are added to the base transactions and the output of D-Apriori algorithm is mea-
sured in milliseconds. This process is carried out for 1000 transactions with inter-
val of 100 transactions and average of minimum and maximum time is calculated.
This average is added to the minimum value to find the corresponding number
of transactions which is 10500 with the threshold percentage of 0.05This process
has been performed with several number of transactions to calculate the threshold
value for the set of transactions.

The above results are carried out on following hardware configurations: Pro-
cessor : Intel(R) Core(TM)Duo CPU T6500 @ 2.10GHz 2.10 GHz Installed
Memory : 4.00 GB (2.96 GB usable) System type : 32-bit Operating System

6.4 Comparative Analysis
The D-Apriori algorithm is implemented for finding the associations for influenza
virus database. The source of database is National Center for Biotechnology in-
formation [12] The data set contains information for sequences of viruses with
a complete set of segments. Those of the same virus are grouped together and
separated by an empty line from those of other viruses. Comparative analysis of
Apriori and D-Apriori Algorithm is carried out on the basis of Time and number
of records scanned as under:

Table 2: Comparative Analysis of Apriori and DApriori

Number of Records

1000 2000 3000 4000 5000
Apriori ms 60 640 1933 3961 8623

DApriori ms 72 266 470 740 1434

Difference ms 374 1463 3221 7189

Percentage 58.44% 75.69% 81.32% 83.37%

Avarage Percentage 74.4%

* time in miliseconds
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Figure 9: Comparision of Apriori and D-Apriori Algorithms.

7 Achievment with respect to objective
D Apriori algorithm has been developed which perform better then Apriori algo-
rithm by reducing processing time and increasing performance as it can reduce
the scanning of database transactions. Intelligent mobile agent has been created
by implementing D Apriori algorithm on mobile agent. Through use of mobile
agent network traffic can be reduced. D-Apriori is implemented on an agent and
comparative analysis is carried out, and time taken by D-Apriori Algorithm is
reduced by 74 %

8 Conclusion
When an organizations’ information is located at diverse geographical locations,
for decision making the top level management required effective data with less
processing time and least bandwidth. As the resources are distributed, Distributed
Data Mining is identified as an effective data management technique. Through
this research we have proposed D Apriori algorithm, suitable for DDM which per-
form better then Apriori algorithm. It has been implemented on agent with use of
jade framework, as agent framework perform better for DDM. Thus the research
focuses on developing an algorithm to reduce the database scanning and number
of records for scanning, resulting in a minimum required compact database for
mining.
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